
APQS advantages

Easy to learn 

You don’t need to be an experienced quilter to use our machines. 

Our stitch regulator will reduce your practice time significantly and 

get you off to a great start with perfect stitches every time. 

Fun to operate  

At APQS we truly believe that quilting should be fun! That is why 

our machines include numerous timesaving functions and features 

that allow you to quilt effortlessly for hours. Our numerous 

accessories empower you to be as creative as you want.

Stitch regulator

Our stitch regulator is the most precise in the 

industry, using our exclusive Adaptive Logic Stitch 

Regulation™. It provides accurate stitches – where 

you want them, when you want them. Most stitch-

regulated machines simply measure the distance 

moved. The APQS stitch regulator measures speed 

and direction to ensure superior stitch quality at  

all times, especially for stops and starts, making it 

perfect for points and corners. 

Lifetime Warranty

APQS longarm quilting machines are fully warranted 

to the original owner against defects in materials 

and workmanship for the lifetime of the product. If 

a machine ever fails due to a manufacturing defect, 

even after extended use, we will repair the machine, 

without charge, or replace it.

Lifetime customer support

You’re bound to have lots of questions about 

your new machine and how to use it. Whether 

you’ve owned your machine for a day or 20 

years, we’re here for you! Our trained Service 

Technicians are only a phone call away to help 

you troubleshoot and answer questions. And 

APQS customer support is available free for as 

long as you need us. In addition to our customer 

support team, APQS owners are one big, quilting 

family and they enjoy sharing inspiration and 

troubleshooting tips on our Facebook page, 

YouTube channel, website, blog and forums.

Quilt Path™ computerized quilting system

Computerized quilting makes precision quilting 

easy. You design it, Quilt Path™ quilts it. Choose 

from a vast library of patterns or design your 

own. From simple pantograph quilting to custom 

quilt creation, it is all available at your fingertips 

with the Quilt Path™ touch screen tablet.

Bliss™ track system

The Bliss™ track system eliminates resistance  

found in traditional longarm track systems. 

Our system provides smooth, effortless and 

easy movement allowing you to quilt for hours 

without feeling tired.

Automatic quilt advance

This timesaving feature lets you advance your 

quilt with a foot pedal control or by the simple  

flip of a switch. 

Multi-positional handles 

Our fully adjustable handles give you greater 

control for all styles of quilting. Customize the 

position of the handles for smooth meandering 

to precision micro stippling with controls right 

at your fingertips. Our exclusive handles extend 

your reach allowing you to comfortably access all 

areas of the quilt. In addition, this feature allows 

you to stand or sit while you quilt.
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Quilt Glide stitch mode

Get the best of both worlds by simultaneously 

combining manual and stitch regulated modes,  

giving you great cruise control and consistent 

stitches for detail quilting.

Thread tensioner

Our disc-style tensioner provides the most superb 

thread delivery system, accommodating different 

thread weights and products with a simple 

adjustment.

Synchronous belt drive

APQS carefully chose belt drive technology as the 

means of transferring power to the upper and lower 

shafts. This clean and quiet belt drive requires no 

grease, eliminating the potential to ruin your quilt. 

Ask any APQS owner and they will tell you that timing 

or re-timing is almost nonexistent. In addition, belt 

drive technology requires no lubrication, is quieter in 

operation and reduces vibration.

Self-lubricating bushings

Our self-lubricating needle bar and hopping foot 

bushings provide smooth operation with no 

additional lubrication required. This innovative  

and timesaving feature minimizes maintenance  

by eliminating unnecessary oiling. 

Smart Bobbin™ or Big Bobbin options 

Our low inertia Smart Bobbin™ provides precise 

thread tension, outstanding stitch quality and  

allows the use of almost any thread. The Big  

Bobbin allows for more time spent quilting  

between bobbin changes. 

Adjustment-free quilt take-up roller

The APQS table design eliminates the need  

for pick-up roller adjustments or lifting.  

We have a four-bar system featuring a  

leveling bar, eliminating the need to adjust  

the height of the take-up bar.

Low bobbin indicator  

Know with certainty when your bobbin is about 

to run out. Our low bobbin indicator measures 

the amount of thread being used and can be 

reset to accommodate any weight of thread. 

Streamlined table design

The APQS table is full of great timesaving 

features. For example, the quilt top, batting and 

backing all load from the top. This simplifies 

bobbin changes and lets you quilt while sitting. 

Our tables do not have junction points in the 

rails or the poles allowing our wheels smooth 

movement and preventing sway.

Timesaving features

Features such as the needle positioner, single-

stitch button, bobbin thread cutter and hydraulic 

table lift provide hours of effortless quilting. 

Accessories like interchangeable hopping feet, 

rulers, specialty thread holders and many others 

empower you to be as creative as you want. 

Minimal maintenance 

Our engineers have designed APQS machines 

to make them extremely user friendly as well 

as maintenance friendly. Simple oiling and 

routine cleaning are all that’s needed to keep 

your machine working. The machines have been 

intentionally designed so that most service 

needs can be handled without the machine

ever leaving your home. 

Top thread break sensor

Our sensor alerts you if the top thread breaks  

so you can quickly get back to quilting.
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